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TT-3 SENSOR ATTACHMENTS

Seismic Sensor
Attachment
# TT-3-SS

Seismic Personnel Counters:
The seismic geophone sensor with 30' of #59 coax cable

can be connected to the TT-3 counter unit. The sensor will
sense hikers up to 30' away from sensor on compact soil.
The sensor can be mounted in any position. No mats or bars
need be used to enhance the signal for detection.

Seismic personnel detector/counters are best suited for
use where concealment of detection system is paramount.
Seismic sensors have difficulty separating out and accurately
counting each person in groups of hikers. If extreme accu-
racy is important, consider the active infra-red system (TTC-
442) or the passive infra-red sensor attachment for the TT-3
(left side of this page).

Seismic Vehicle Counters:
The seismic vehicle counter works very well on cattle

guards and culverts under the road. Use the cattle guard
mounting bracket as a quick easy means to secure seismic
sensor to guard or culvert.

Cattle guard
mounting bracket
(catalog #TT-3-CC).

#TT-3-SS

Sensor (Passive Infra-red):
   The passive infra-red sensor on 10 feet of cable can be
connected to the TT-3 counter unit. Maximum detection
range of the passive infra-red sensor is 50 feet.
   Range can be limited using sensitivity adjustment on face
of TT-3 counter unit. The infra-red sensor monitors a 6
degrees field of view. The table below will show area of
sensitivity at various distances from sensor.
   The sensor is housed in an aluminum cylinder 6" long x
1 3/4" in diameter. It has mounting brackets with two holes to
facilitate mounting with two 3/8" lag screws.

Power:
Two replaceable 3.5 volt lithium batteries with life of 5 years.

Active Sensor Area

Distance from sensor 15' 25' 45'

Active Sensor Area:

TCS 120 Active Infrared 2' 3' 4'

TT-3 Passive Infra-red 2' 2.5' 3'

TT-3 Seismic 8' 15' 25'

#TT-3-IR

Infra-red Sensor
Attachment
# TT-3-IR

#TT-3-CC


